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PROJECT TITLE: 150th Anniversary Celebration

PROJECT TYPE: Non-Capital

Project Information:

Project Summary (250 Word Limit)

B'nai Israel's 150th anniversary year will highlight the historic resource that the synagogue and cemetery 
are for Baltimore. This event is the culminating project of the  Descendants’ Day project initiated in 
2019.  As such, this project will update the existing historic record of B'nai Israel and the Jewish 
community of Jonestown with new and inclusive information about the people who lived, worked, and 
worshiped here in the past and today.

The celebrations will unfold across 2023-2024. With our first weekly newsletter of 2023 we began a 
section of historical stories prepared by our shul historian, Fred Shoken. There are three parts of the 
project:

(1) Storytelling: Videoing of B'nai members offering their "B'nai Story" - what makes B'nai special to 
them. The videos will be made public through our website and the main anniversary event.

(2) A large celebratory event open to the public supported by a suite of programs surrounding it, and the 
addition to our online archives of material garnered from B’nai Israel archives, interviews with 
descendants’ of early families, and historical research of the last four years.

(3) Return of developing a cultural arts center in the historic synagogue like DC's 6th & I and Boston's 
Vilna Shul. Before COVID, we hosted the Sacred Music series, with performances from diverse cultures; 
a classical music series; and other arts events. Our partners included Creative Alliance and Chesapeake 
Shakespeare Company.

Overall Project Description

B'nai Israel recognizes that it holds a unique position in Baltimore.  The synagogue itself is a historic 
resource, and it is one of the few remaining active centers of Jewish life in the original Jewish 
neighborhood of Baltimore. As such, the synagogue is also an important cultural resource.  The 
congregation recognizes that its stewardship of this historic and cultural resource has an importance 
beyond the congregation itself. Consequently, B’nai Israel devotes its public programming primarily to 
building and sustaining heritage tourism, historic and cultural preservation, and humanities-based 
programs.
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The 150th Anniversary Celebration is a year-long suite of events and projects that bring focus on the 150 
years of the Jewish community in southeast Baltimore, particularly the community of Jonestown.  
Through those 150 years, the Jewish community has existed in southeast Baltimore in close relationship 
with other immigrant communities and the Black community.  The 150th Anniversary Celebration will 
seek to bring that complex history to light as it celebrates the Jewish community as it exists today.

In 2019, B'nai Israel initiated the Descendants' Day project, which sought to reconnect the far flung 
descendants of early B'nai Israel and Jonestown families to their spiritual home and encourage their 
participation in the life of the community today. While the pandemic forced the project to pivot to 
online platforms, the project succeeded in identifying nearly 2,000 living descendants of early families.  
Through regular online programming and the development of an online archive, we involved more than 
500 people in the Descendants' Day project, and now manage 151 family trees with more than 15,000 
individuals identified on the trees.

The connections made through the Descendants' Day project provide a strong foundation for fostering a 
Homecoming  style turnout for the 150th Anniversary Celebration.

In addition, programming of the last year has been generating a rise in young adult participation in B'nai 
Israel activities. This, too, provides an avenue of ready support for the 150th Anniversary Celebration.

Our weekly newsletter and website will be used to promote awareness of the importance of this 150th 
anniversary.  They will include historical stories prepared by our shul historian, Fred Shoken and family 
histories and historical essays.

(1) Storytelling:

a) Videoing of B'nai members offering their "B'nai Story" - what makes B'nai special to them. The videos 
will be made public through our website and the main anniversary event.  They will include a multi-
generational group of presenters.  

b) Oral histories and videos that highlight the history and importance of B’nai Israel and Jewish 
southeast Baltimore. The videos will be made public through our online archive and the main 
anniversary event.
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(2) 150th Anniversary Shabbaton in Spring 2024 supported by two smaller events preceding it in 
September and December 2023.  The Shabbaton weekend event will consist of a Homecoming like 
celebration, lots of Jewish geography, memories from the “alta haim” (Yiddish for old home) and an 
action packed weekend of lectures from world class educators and historians with ties to Old Jewish 
Baltimore, symposiums, panel moderated discussions, historic walking tours, learning, praying and 
socializing. It will feature stories and presentations by renowned historians and regular Baltimoreans, 
displays of the history of the synagogue and the Jewish community of Jonestown, and many 
opportunities for everyone to remember, share, eat, and think about the future of the downtown 
Baltimore Jewish community together. It will also include workshops on genealogical research and 
opportunities for families to share their own family stories from Southeast Baltimore. Reconnecting with 
old friends, and meeting new ones. We will video sections of the Shabbaton/weekend celebration and 
make them available through our online archive.

(3) Cultural arts programming: We will include cultural arts elements throughout our public events and 
will be seeking to hold one significant cultural arts event. By way of example, we plan for the 150th 
Anniversary Celebration in March 2024 to include relevant performances, such as klezmer.

Timeline / Schedule

January 2023:  The weekly B'nai Israel newsletter began running a history snippets section as a way of 
keeping the 150th anniversary foremost in the minds of readers. This will run through April 2024.

January to June 2023:  Event and Storytelling / Videoing planning, recruitment of storytellers and 
presenters, and preparation of website materials.

July 2023: Videotaping of the My B’nai story series.  Completion of website pages.

August 2023: Launch of B'nai Israel's 150th anniversary year programming

- Launch of "My B'nai Story" video series.  Production of this series, and announcement of each new 
release will be through B’nai Israel’s weekly newsletter and through social media will be ongoing 
through April 2024.

- Addition of new family stories and historical topics  to the  online archive. This will include written and 
video projects.  Production of this series, and announcement of each new release will be through B’nai 
Israel’s weekly newsletter and through social media will be ongoing through April 2024.
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- Display of posters or banners focused on the 150th Anniversary

- Promotion of the first event in the anniversary series: 150 years of B'nai Israel: Struggle and 
Celebration

September 2023

- 150 years of B'nai Israel: Struggle and Celebration (presentations and cultural arts component)

- Continuation of My B'nai Story, and of family and historical projects added to the online archive.

- Development of program and initial promotion for the grand 150th Anniversary Shabbaton in March 
2024

October 2023

- Promotion starts for the second event in the series: Chanukkah 2023: A Celebration of Jewish life in 
Baltimore (dinner, music and other cultural components.

- Continuation of My B'nai Story, and of family and historical projects added to the online archive.

December 2023

- Chanukkah 2023: A Celebration of Jewish life in Baltimore (dinner, music and other cultural 
components.

- Presenters and performers secured for the 150th Anniversary Shabbaton in March 2024.

- Promotion fully underway for the 150th Anniversary Shabbaton in March 2024.

- Continuation of My B'nai Story, and of family and historical projects added to the online archive.

January - March 2023 - focus on 150th Anniversary Shabbaton 

- Preparation of materials and exhibits

- Communication with registrants

- Logistical preparations

- Continuation of My B'nai Story, and of family and historical projects added to the online archive.

March 2023 - 150th Anniversary Shabbaton
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April 2023

- Follow-up on 150th Anniversary Shabbaton.

- Continuation of My B'nai Story, and of family and historical projects added to the online archive.

Budget Information:

Amount requested: $50,000.00

Additional Budget Information

See attached Budget Narrative.

Project Impact:

How will this project result in increased heritage tourism? (20 points)

In 2019, we perceived the 150th Anniversary Celebration as the pinnacle of The Descendants' Day 
Project.  Our intention was to increase heritage tourism by reconnecting the living descendants of early 
Jonestown families to their roots in the neighborhood. By increasing interest and participation in historic 
and cultural resources in the old Jewish neighborhood of Jonestown, we could also increase B'nai Israel's 
ability to be stewards of the historic synagogue itself.  More interest and participation in the 
neighborhood could translate to more human and financial resources needed to keep the historic 
synagogue in good repair and vibrant with life. The 150th Anniversary Celebration builds on the base of 
contacts created through the Descendants' Day project.

How will this project build partnerships within your heritage area? (15 points) 

This project will involve a wide range of partnerships, most of which have partnered on Descendants' 
Day or other B'nai Israel activities in these last four years.

The Jewish Museum of Maryland and The Jewish Genealogical Society of Maryland are original 
Descendants' Day partners.
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Historic Jonestown and The Helping Up Mission have been long standing Jonestown partners with B'nai 
Israel.

Moishe House Baltimore; Hillels at Goucher College, Towson University, Johns Hopkins University, and 
University of Maryland Baltimore County, and other local Jewish institutions have been partnering with 
B'nai Israel on cultural and learning programs over the past year.

We plan to have all four of the historic congregations from Lloyd Street represented on the Project 
Team, which will bring Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform congregations into a working relationship in 
a way that underscores their literal common roots. This includes Chizuk Amuno, Baltimore Hebrew, and 
Shomrei Mishmeres Hakodesh.

How will this project sustain regional identity or showcase your heritage area's distinctive cultural, 
historical, and natural assets? (25 points) 

The Descendants’ Day Project meets two goals in the Comprehensive Management Plan for our local 
Heritage Area.

Promotion: The project promotes greater awareness of and exploration of the heritage and cultural 
resources of Jonestown, the heart of the historic Jewish neighborhood of Baltimore City. 

Preservation: The project fosters an awareness of and facilitates stewardship of the heritage resources 
in Jonestown by visitors and residents, particularly the historic B’nai Israel synagogue, the last remaining 
active synagogue in the historic Jewish neighborhood.

The Descendants’ Day Project is specifically consistent with two Management Objectives of our local 
Heritage Area: Stewardship and Heritage Tourism.

Stewardship:  The project is designed to:

Increase public appreciation of Jonestown heritage resources and the needs and benefits of preserving 
those historic and cultural resources. (CMP Objective 2.1)

Promote protection and preservation of the historic resource of the B’nai Israel synagogue. (CMP 
Objective 2.2)

Promote protection and preservation of Jonestown’s cultural resources as the historic center of the 
Jewish community of Baltimore City. (CMP Objective 2.3)
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Heritage Tourism:  The project is designed to:

Build Visibility and Grow Audiences by marketing Jonestown as a destination that showcases its unique 
and significant historic, cultural natural resources, specifically the historic and cultural resources of the 
historic Jewish neighborhood of Baltimore City. (CMP Objective 2.1)

Further, this project is a Community Building project.  In the Descendants’ Day project that preceded 
this year of celebration, new working relations were built with other Jonestown institutions, including 
Historic Jonestown, The Helping Up Mission, and the McKim Center. It also deepened B’nai Israel’s 
working relationship with the Jewish Museum of Maryland, including a new two-year partnership in 
producing opportunities to bring together young Jewish adults, and several facilities improvement 
projects. We expect the relationships deppened or started anew in this year of celebration to further 
build the cohesiveness of the Jonestown community by improving institutional working relationships.

How does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives? (5 points)

The Jewish community has existed over the last 150 years in close relationship with other immigrant 
communities and the Black community. The richness and complexity of those historic relationships will 
be included in the programming of the 150th Anniversary celebrations, and in the partnerships that 
build the year of celebration.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities? (5 points)

The synagogue already a chairlift making the second floor sanctuary accessible, and the access to the 
bathrooms already has a ramp.

Why does this project need to proceed at this time? (10 points)

Most simply, the 150th year will not come again.  Also, with people once again coming out for in-person 
events, we have an opportunity that will not exist a year from now to engage the large base of people 
we have connecte with through Descendants' Day and other programming since 2019.

PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property and Address:

Supplemental Property Information/Property Significance: 
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People Working on the Project:

Richard Gwynallen: Contract Project Manager.  Mr. Gwynallen was Project Manager for The 
Descendants' Day project and for B'nai Israel security improvements. Mr. Gwynallen coordinates the 
planning and logistics if the 150th Anniversary Celebration.

Fred Shoken: Mr. Shoken is B'nai Israel's shul historian. He is a local Baltimore historian and have 
worked in the field of historic preservation for 40 years. He worked for the Baltimore City Commission 
for Historical and Architectural Preservation, and is now employed by the Maryland Envirionment 
Service. Mr. Shoken is involved in the research and presentation of material, development of exhibits, 
and program planning.

The project planning team includes representatives from The Jewish Museum of Maryland (Zoe Resnick-
Gewanter), The Jewish Genealogy Society of Maryland (Wendy Harp), and Historic Jonestown (Lindsay 
Thompson).  As new partner institutions formalize their partnerships they will appoint representatives 
to the planning team.
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Project Budget
B'nai Israel Congregation - 150th Anniversary Celebration

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost

1 Contract Project Manager (480 hrs X $25) $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $12,000.00

2
Professional Fees: Videographer, website
contractor, marketing contractor $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

3
Publishing & Production: exhibits,
displays, posters, brochures $16,500.00 $3,500.00 $20,000.00

4
Speaker / Performer Costs: Honorariums-
Fees, travel, lodging $13,000.00 $3,500.00 $16,500.00

5 Small event costs (2) $4,000.00 $2,500.00 $6,500.00
6

Volunteer services (850 hours  x
$32.82/hour) $27,897.00 $27,897.00

7

Weekend celebration supplies, security,
signs, promotional materials, rentals,  and
misc. expenses $3,500.00 $4,603.00 $8,103.00

8 Indirect Costs (10%) $5,000.00 $4,603.00 $9,603.00
9 $0.00
10 $0.00
11 $0.00
12 $0.00
13 $0.00
14 $0.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $50,000.00 $54,603.00 $0.00 $104,603.00

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-
capital grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.
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· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional, and
individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide donated
and/or discounted services.

· Please note that other state funds cannot be used as match for this grant. However, state employee time is
permitted as match.

· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid
from grant funds.

· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-
kind  expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar
match be proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request
$100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as “other
project costs" in the separate column above.
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B’nai Israel Congregation – Budget Narrative 

Contract Project Manager: Calculated at 480 hours X $25/hour.  Hourly rate is a standard B’nai Israel 

rate.  Number of hours is based on event management time on events of the last four years. 

Professional Fees: Videographer, website contractor: The videographer will produce the “My B’nai 

Story” project referenced in the grant, oral histories taken in the course of the project year, videos of 

cultural programs and presentations referenced in this grant proposal, and editing of existing recordings 

taken The Descendants’ Day project. The website contractor will create a fresh look to the website for 

150th anniversary pages.  Based on estimates provided by existing contractors. The marketing contractor 

will ensure high quality and wide spread promotion. 

Publishing & Production: exhibits, displays, posters, brochures:  Exhibits and displays, some permanent, 

some rotating, from B’nai Israel archives, which will display the historical timeline of the synagogue in 

the context of the Jewish community of southeast Baltimore.  Posters and brochures aimed at the 

history of the southeast Baltimore Jewish community for the 150th Anniversary celebration. Exhibits and 

displays being developed in partnership with the Jewish Museum of Maryland. Price estimates drawn 

Vistaprint for printing, and framers for preparation of exhibits and displays. 

Speaker / Performer Costs: Honorariums-Fees, travel, lodging: Costs provided by targeted speakers.  

Performer estimates drawn from the two-year Sacred Music series B’nai Israel conducted in partnership 

with the Creative Alliance. 

Small event costs: Cost to cover two small events preceding the March 2024 weekend celebration other 

than catering costs. Cost based on the cost of the Descendants’ Day events for 40 – 50 people each. 

Catering: 2 small events plus weekend celebration with 2 dinners, 1 lunch, and 1 breakfast.  B’nai Israel 

has extensive experience with catered events. Costs are based on an analysis of our food costs for 

events over the last four years. 

Volunteer services: 850 volunteer hours  x  $32.82/hour. The rate is the current Maryland rate for 

volunteer hours. The amount of volunteer hours expected was based on B’nai Israel’s experience with 

maraging volunteer needs for significant projects, such as the Sacred Music series and Descendants’’ 

Day. 

Weekend celebration: This is the March 2024 150th Anniversary Celebration.  It includes supplies, 

security, signs, promotional materials, and misc. expenses.  Prices based on estimates from security 

company, Vistaprint pricing, and anticipated supplies and décor needs. 

Indirect Costs: Based on 10% of total grant. 
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A History of the B’nai Israel Congregation of Baltimore City 

by Fred Shoken 

Bereishis/Genesis 

The beginnings of the B'nai Israel Congregation date from the first decade after 

the Civil War. On April 12, 1873, the congregation met at its regular place of 

worship, 81 North Gay Street (in what is now the vicinity of Gay Street and the 

Jones Falls Expressway), and established a Board of Trustees. Ten days later, 

the eight-member board appeared before two justices of the peace and signed 

their names to a certificate of incorporation. B'nai Israel's charter was 

approved by the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City and filed in court records on 

April 30, 1873. 

It is uncertain how long the congregation was in existence prior to drawing up a 

Certificate of Incorporation; however, 1873 has long been considered the date 

when B'nai Israel began. The original name of the shul was the "Russian 

Congregation B'nai Israel of Baltimore City." 

 

                      Charter of the B'nai Israel Congregation – April 1873 

According to one source, B'nai Israel originated when dissension led a group of 

members to withdraw from an earlier synagogue, Bikur Cholim, to form their 

own congregation. No supporting evidence is presented for this claim, and 

since B'nai Israel purchased the former home of Bikur Cholim five years later in 
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1878, there is every reason to believe that an amicable relationship existed 

between the two congregations. 

B'nai Israel may have originated when Jews living in close proximity started 

davening together for the sake of convenience and later formed a shul. A 

majority of the original B'nai Israel board members lived on Harrison Street, 

just west of the Jones Falls. While Harrison Street no longer exists, it was once 

the heart of Baltimore's Jewish community. 

The Baltimore Hebrew Congregation held services at Harrison Street and Etna 

Lane for eight years prior to building Baltimore's first synagogue on Lloyd 

Street in 1845. A second congregation, Beth Hamedrosh Hagadol Cluas, also 

met on Harrison Street, but these congregations were made up of German 

Jews, as opposed to the Eastern European Jews that formed B'nai Israel. 

 

Harrison Street, where most of B'nai Israel's founders lived 

E. Sachse, & Co.'s bird's eye view of the City of Baltimore, 1869) 
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Shemos/Exodus 

These are the names of the founders of the B'nai Israel congregation: Joseph 

Hyman, Louis Sakolski, Samuel Freidman, Bernard Schiller, Julius Sachs, Joseph 

Stein, Jacob Nathan and Samuel Bartz. 

Joseph Hyman, the first president of the shul, is listed as a shoemaker in 

Baltimore City Directories. He lived at 12 Harrison Street. Other members of 

the Hyman family, including David and Koppel, appear in early articles about 

B'nai Israel. The Hyman family has long been involved in the congregation. 

David S. Hyman chaired the 100th anniversary banquet in 1973. Judi 

Tepperman, David Hyman's daughter, served as recording secretary for B'nai 

Israel for many years in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. 

Louis Sakolski was in the clothing business and lived at 65 Harrison Street. He 

was the secretary at the first recorded meeting of the congregation. 

Samuel Friedman and Bernard Schiller were both in the clothing business and 

lived on Harrison Street, as did Julius Sachs, a peddler. Joseph Stein and Jacob 

Nathan were both glaziers and are listed at 8 Broad Alley (near Lombard and 

Exeter streets). No listing could be found for Samuel Bartz. 

Another early member of the congregation was Julius Krulewitch, a shoemaker, 

who lived at 23 Harrison Street. Benjamin Krulewitch became president of the 

shul in the 1890s. 
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Three Early Leaders of the B'nai Israel Congregation 

Despite the fact that B'nai Israel was chartered as a "Russian Congregation," 

many of the Harrison Street residents involved in the early days of the shul – 

Joseph Hyman, Joseph Stein, Koppel Hyman, Julius Krulewitch, Issac Jacob and 

Louis Sakolski – are listed in the 1880 Census as being of Polish descent. 

There is scarce information about the spiritual leaders of B'nai Israel in its early 

years. An 1895 newspaper article states that while no rabbi was employed for 

some years after the congregation was founded, Rev. Moshe Shimon Sivitz was 

the rabbi for a time in the 1880s. He left to become Chief Rabbi of Pittsburgh. 

Rev. Abraham Levinson was B'nai Israel's rabbi during the congregation's 

formative years from 1890 to 1912. 

In the 1880s, Baltimore City Directories list a Rev. Silverman (?) as a reader for 

the "Russian Orthodox" synagogue at Exeter north of Fayette Street. This 

roughly corresponds to biographical information that states Tanchum 

Silberman was the chazzan of B'nai Israel from October 1882 to October 1885. 

He was later associated with Mikro Kodesch and Shearith Israel congregtions. 

Other B'nai Israel chazzans in the nineteenth century included Reverend Moses 

J. Braude and a Cantor Davis. 
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  Rabbi Abraham Levinson (1890-1912) and Cantor Tanchum Silberman 

(1882-1885) 

B'nai Israel met in a rented hall on Gay Street for five years. In 1878, Bikur 

Cholim dedicated a new synagogue on High Street and sold their former 

building, a remodeled schoolhouse at 112-116 N. Exeter Street, to B'nai Israel. 

On August 7, 1885, B'nai Israel dedicated a new synagogue at that location. 

Apparently the remodeled schoolhouse was torn down for this new shul 

(Baltimore's main post office now occupies the 100 block of North Exeter 

Street.) 

Approximately 10,000 Jews lived in Baltimore in 1880. In the next twenty years 

the number increased to 25,000, largely due to an influx of Jews from Eastern 

Europe. Starting in the 1890s, Baltimore's earlier German Jewish congregations 

moved out of East Baltimore and the downtown area. In rapid succession, 

Baltimore Hebrew (1891), Oheb Shalom (1893), Har Sinai (1894) and Chizuk 

Amuno (1895) moved to the near Northwest section from Lanvale Street to 

North Avenue, McCulloh Street to Bolton Street. In 1903, Shearith Israel joined 

the other four German Jewish congregations in the same northwest 

neighborhood. 
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This exodus allowed B'nai Israel to expand by purchasing the former home of 

Chizuk Amuno on Lloyd Street. Chizuk Amuno, at the time an Orthodox 

congregation, sold their home of less than twenty years to B'nai Israel for 

$12,000. On September 10, 1895, the congregation held services at 27 Lloyd 

Street for the first time. B'nai Israel never moved from the old neighborhood 

and remains the last active synagogue in the East Baltimore/downtown area. 

On June 8–9, 1898, Simon Reif and Cantor Braude of B'nai Israel participated in 

the founding of the Orthodox Union. B'nai Israel was one of approximately fifty 

congregations in the United States and Canada that sent delegates to the 

founding convention of this organization in New York. 

Vayikra/Leviticus 

Called the "Russiche Shule" or Lloyd Street Synagogue by natives, B'nai Israel 

flourished during its first fifty years on Lloyd Street. The synagogue was a 

center of Jewish life in the first half of the twentieth century. Hundreds, if not 

thousands, of simchas took place in the synagogue from 1895 to 1945, the 

golden era of B'nai Israel. Many families throughout Baltimore have relatives 

that were either married or bar mitzvahed at B'nai Israel. 
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                         Invitation to a Wedding at B'nai Israel – 1898 

 

Invitation to a Bar Mitzvah at B'nai Israel – 1927 

B'nai Israel was also known as a center for learning and piety. Day and night 

study took place in the Bais Hamedrosh. There is no record of a hired spiritual 
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leader for the congregation from 1912 to 1930. The congregation was made up 

of learned men who conducted the affairs of the synagogue and turned B'nai 

Israel into a true house of study. 

A surviving flyer announced in both English and Yiddish that a "Seam Hagodel," 

a celebration for the completion of the study of the mishna, took place on 

December 31, 1933. This was the twenty-fifth time that the members of B'nai 

Israel had accomplished this achievement! 
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          1933 Flyer in English and Yiddish Announcing a "Seam Hagodel" 

B'nai Israel was well known for its devout and scholarly members. At the 

Chevrah Mishna and Chevrah Gemorah study groups, men would sit on 

benches around long tables discussing Jewish law day and night. Rabbi Michael 

Forschlager, a noted scholar, led study groups for many years at B'nai Israel. 
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In 1930, Rabbi Samuel Liebb became the spiritual leader of B'nai Israel, but he 

had moved on to Beth Hamedrosh Hagodol Agudas Achim by 1936. In 1939, 

Rabbi Samuel Pliskin, was selected as rabbi. He would make B'nai Israel his life's 

work, continuing in this position for nearly forty years, the longest tenure of 

any spiritual leader in the history of the congregation. 

 

                   Talmud Study at B'Nai Israel in the 1940s 

Rabbi Pliskin was born in Glenbokie, Poland in 1913 and studied under the 

Chofetz Chiam in Radin, Poland. He was a noted scholar and journalist, leaving 

Europe just prior to the Nazi conquest of Poland. His early years at B'nai Israel 

coincided with the "tail end of East Baltimore's Jewish heyday." Rabbi Pliskin's 

Friday night Torah lectures attracted Jews from all over East Baltimore. He also 

wrote torah commentary for a Yiddish newspaper, Der Amerikaner, and was 
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active in Vaad Hatzalah, an organization that worked to rescue many European 

rabbis and their students who fled to the Far East during World War II. 

 

August 1939 Jewish Times Announcement of the Appointment of Rabbi Samuel 

Pliskin 

Rabbi Pliskin's first Rosh Hashanah message to the people of Baltimore was 

filled with trepidation and fear. The world was on the verge of World War II, 

the fate of European Jewry was darkening, and Eretz Israel was hampered by 

Britain's "White Paper." He stated, "A thick black question mark surrounds the 

planet Earth and its inhabitants!" Yet, he called for an awakening at the sound 

of the shofar and prayed "May the Lord scatter the dark clouds and may He in 

all His mercy cause the sun to shine upon His world. May He purify the hearts 

of all people and the conscience of their rulers, in order that they may rebuild 

what they have destroyed and make the mourners rejoice again." 

Throughout this difficult time, Rabbi Pliskin was a shining light at B'nai Israel as 

he upheld the great tradition of his congregation. He became so much a part of 
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the fabric of the shul that by the 1950s, B'nai Israel was no longer called the 

"Russiche Shule," but more appropriately, Pliskin's Shul. 

Bamidbar/Numbers 

As the numbers of Jews living in East Baltimore decreased rapidly after World 

War II, B'nai Israel became the sole Jewish outpost in the wilderness. The sons, 

daughters, and grandchildren of immigrant East Baltimore peddlers and 

storeowners became lawyers and doctors and professional leaders. They 

followed the American dream moving out to suburban neighborhoods, leaving 

behind the remnants of Jewish East Baltimore. Between 1945 and 1974, 

twenty-one East Baltimore congregations disbanded, merged with other 

congregations or moved from East Baltimore to the northwest suburbs. 

But some Jews stayed behind, and B'nai Israel served their needs. Albert 

Hoffman, the president of the shul for three decades, was committed to 

keeping open the shul where he grew up. 
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                 Photos of B'nai Israel in the 1960s 

B'nai Israel welcomed all. Rabbi Pliskin was meticulously Orthodox, but he did 

not question the level of observance of his congregants. He said, "When a 

long-lost child comes home, parents do not ask questions. No investigating. No 

discussing. The Mother and Father always care." Some who had not attended 

religious services for years were attracted to B'nai Israel and later became 

observant. 

Another reason why B'nai Israel remained was that according to the Talmud, 

the one surviving shul for a city must be protected and preserved. Without 

B'nai Israel, the Jews who stayed in East Baltimore and downtown would have 
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no place to pray. It was an obligation for this last shul to remain when all the 

others had left. 

On November 23, 1978, Rabbi Pliskin passed away. Rabbi Morris Landsburg 

succeeded him. Over the next few years, the shul that only charged $12 for 

membership dues and did not sell seats on the High Holidays was literally 

falling apart. The beautiful second floor sanctuary was open to the elements 

and pigeons roosted in gaping holes in the ceiling. The few who came to 

services prayed in the lower level Bais Hamedrosh, the former center of 

learning for the shul. There was little hope that B'nai Israel would survive into 

the twenty-first century, but brighter days prevailed. A new lease on life was 

granted to the building, as well as a second chance for the congregation. 

 

        Condition of B'nai Israel sanctuary in 1982 before rehabilitation 

Devarim/Deuteronomy 

These words were spoken at the rededication of B'nai Israel on December 20, 

1987: "We pay tribute today to a group of dreamers – no more than a handful 
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of people. They have a dream that what once was can yet be again. They look 

not only to this shul's past with pride, but look to this shul's future with hope." 

Efforts to restore B'nai Israel began in earnest in 1979. Mrs. Helen Sollins, an 

oral historian at the Jewish Museum of Maryland (then called the Jewish 

Historical Society), visited B'nai Israel when her husband, Leonard, had gone to 

the shul to recite kaddish. She ventured upstairs during the services and was 

devastated by the condition of the sanctuary. Her family attended B'nai Israel 

during its glory years and her grandfather, Issac Shuman, was among the many 

who studied Talmud here. 

She tried to convince the Jewish Historical Society to renovate the building, but 

that organization was still struggling to maintain the Lloyd Street Synagogue up 

the street. At a reception in 1981 promoting the TV show "Masada," she 

approached "Mimi" DePietro, a city councilman representing East Baltimore, 

for help. She pleaded that B'nai Israel was our Masada – the last stand for 

Jewish East Baltimore. Councilman DePietro helped convince Mayor William 

Donald Schaefer that city efforts were needed to halt the deterioration of this 

historic structure and funding was secured for a temporary roof. 

With city support for the project, others provided backing and financial 

assistance. The Associated Jewish Charities helped to raise funds. Robert 

Weinberg, the Jewish Historical Society Vice President, included B'nai Israel in 

his plans for a Jewish Heritage Center taking in the old Lloyd Street Synagogue, 

B'nai Israel and a new museum building. State historic preservation grant 

funding was obtained to help restore B'nai Israel. The synagogue itself raised 

over $75,000 to further these efforts. 

Ownership of the historic building was turned over to the Jewish Historical 

Society, which in turn leased the building back to the shul for $1 a year for the 

next 99 years. The Jewish Historical Society would maintain the exterior and 

conduct tours of the building in conjunction with activities of the museum, 
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while the congregation would continue to maintain the interior and hold 

regular services in the restored building. 

Restoration work under the direction of Kann and Associates, architects, was 

completed in December of 1987 and the restored B'nai Israel Synagogue was 

rededicated on the sixth night of Chanukah. While the fate of the building was 

no longer in jeopardy, the fate of the congregation was still in doubt. On 

October 20, 1990, the Baltimore Jewish Times featured a cover story on B'nai 

Israel's struggle to survive. 

  

            Photo from cover of the Jewish Times July 20, 1990 

The neighborhood around the shul was still declining. Hulking high-rise public 

housing projects loomed over the shul and the few remaining businesses on 

Lombard Street, East Baltimore's historic Jewish main street, but B'nai Israel 

refused to die. 

S. Leonard Sollins was elected President of B'nai Israel, taking over the efforts 

of Albert Hoffman, who kept the synagogue functioning during its darkest of 
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times. Under Mr. Sollins' leadership, Jews with family ties to B'nai Israel 

returned to attend services. Others who stopped by to see the beautiful 

building and experience a traditional service were so welcomed by congregants 

that they stayed on and became members, regularly participating in weekly 

services. 

Visitors to the Baltimore staying at downtown hotels or attending conventions 

found B'nai Israel when looking for a place to attend religious services. 

Students interning at Johns Hopkins Hospital or studying at downtown 

campuses joined regular services. Special services were held for veterans 

groups and men's clubs. When Cantor Abraham J. Denburg and his choir 

performed, hundreds found their way to East Baltimore's last shul. 

 

  S. Leonard Sollins conducting a school 

tour of the restored B'nai Israel in the 1980s 

For a short time after the building was renovated, Rabbi Murray Gershon 

spearheaded efforts to re-build the membership. Later Rabbi Seymour Essrog 
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was hired to read the Torah on Saturday mornings and provide a weekly 

sermon. Many families that had been affiliated with former congregations led 

by Rabbi Essrog held simchas on Lloyd Street. Rabbi Essrog personified B'nai 

Israel's welcoming atmosphere, making everyone feel at home. 

When Rabbi Essrog left B'nai Israel in 2000 to lead the Adat Chaim 

congregation in Reisterstown, a young rabbi studying at the University of 

Maryland Law School, Shraga Goldenhersh, was hired. In his short tenure, 

Rabbi Goldenhersh inaugurated the first Friday night Shabbos service to be 

held at B'nai Israel in more than twenty years. 

In January 2002, Rabbi Gershon Grayman became B'nai Israel's spiritual leader. 

Under his leadership, in addition to regular Saturday and Sunday morning 

services, special Friday night services were held once a month, attracting a 

diverse crowd. Other events taking place under Rabbi Grayman's tenure 

included annual Chanukah and Purim parties, a special Tu B'shevat seder, guest 

scholars for the annual Pearlstone Kallah, field trips to Jewish sites in New York, 

Washington and Philadelphia, an annual B'nai Israel day at Oriole Park at 

Camden Yards, and the 130th Anniversary Banquet – the first major banquet 

hosted by the congregation in thirty years. 

In September 2005, Rabbi Alan Yuter came to B'nai Israel. A member of the 

Orthodox Rabbinical Council of America, Rabbi Yuter formerly served as rabbi 

of Congregation Israel in Springfield, New Jersey, and was a professor of history 

and Jewish studies at Touro College. A prolific author and philosopher who 

writes on religious themes in Biblical and Jewish law and contemporary Jewish 

thought, Rabbi Yuter penned Holocaust and Hebrew in 1983. His many 

scholarly articles and essays have appeared in numerous important prestigious 

journals including Judaism, Midstream, Jewish Political Studies Review, and 

others. Rabbi Yuter moved into a house in Little Italy to be within walking 

distance of B'nai Israel. 
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In order to be a full-fledged shul for downtown neighborhoods, Rabbi Yuter 

insisted on weekly Friday night services and mincha services for Shabbos. He 

conducts learning sessions on Sunday after morning services, Tuesday night 

and Wednesday afternoon. 

B'nai Israel no longer struggles to survive and the congregation is growing. 

Membership is over 200 families. An outreach program has begun to meet the 

needs of an estimated 5,000 unaffiliated Jews residing in downtown and 

waterfront communities. A Jewish Community and Education Outreach Center 

adjacent to the synagogue is on the drawing board. A multi-purpose room will 

allow the shul to expand educational programs, hold special events and host 

celebrations. 

 

Architect's Rendering of Proposed B'nai Israel Community and Education 

Outreach Center 

The final chapter of the torah ends with the death of Moses at the age of 120, 

but the children of Israel – B'nai Israel – live on. After 130 years, Baltimore's 

historic B'nai Israel congregation has become a new center for Jewish life in 
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downtown Baltimore. From generation to generation, from strength to 

strength, B'nai Israel lives. 
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B’nai Israel Congregation - Architecture 

 

The Moorish Revival architecture of the B'nai Israel Synagogue of Baltimore 

dates back to the late 19th Century and therefore shows none of the modern 

synagogue architectural trends. It is constructed of brick, trimmed with Indiana 

stone and granite. 

The exterior front of the building features at its peak the traditional two tablets 

inscribed with the Ten Commandments topped by a Star of David. Just below, 

between the slanted lines of the roof are three circular windows framed and 

faced by cast concrete designs. The large window in the center sits within a 

stone/brick arch reminiscent of Byzantine architecture. 

To the sides are set the smaller windows framed by false stone porticos 

extending from the roof to the ground. Behind these windows are the stained 

glass windows of the Sanctuary. The paired windows of the lower front wall 

have a unique shape and layout that reminds one of the distinct shape of the 

Mosaic tablets. The interior of the Sanctuary also resembles those of the 

synagogues of the Eastern Mediterranean lands with their Byzantine influence. 

The Beemah, where the Cantor leads the Service and the Torah reading takes 

place, is surrounded by seating on three sides. 
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 The magnificent hand carved ark is on a raised platform fronted with a rostrum 

for Rabbinical sermons and other speakers. The ark is surmounted by marble 

tablets of an ashy color, the first word of each of the Ten Commandments 

being inscribed on them in letters of gold. These tablets were a present from 

the Hebrew Hospitable Association. The wooden carvings of the ark are 

trimmed by golden paint at defining edges This beautiful wooden ark was 

handmade by a Mr. Yeager and took two years to complete. 

For this work Mr. Yeager received the grand sum of $77. Above the ark on 

either side are two circular (formerly) stained glass windows, the blue sections 

having been destroyed by vandals, have not been replaced as yet. 

 

The rear wall of the Sanctuary has at its upper levels three beautiful stained 

glass windows. At the center is a large circular window and at either side, some 

distance away are smaller circular windows. These are framed on the inside by 

mirror images of the cast concrete designs seen on the exterior of the building. 

The ceiling of the Sanctuary, in its original state, was painted a light shade of 

blue imprinted with a lovely painted design emulating the frescoes adorning 
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European churches. A sample of these designs is still visible on the right side of 

the Beemah where the rehabilitating plaster coating was purposely omitted. 

The exterior walls of the Sanctuary and the lower edge of the Gallery still bear 

the original gas light fixtures. Electric lights were introduced in 1915 and added 

thereafter. A large, made to order chandelier was installed about 1889. This 

structure features both facing upward gas lights and facing downward electric 

lights. 

In keeping with Orthodox religious practice, men and women sit in separate 

areas. As was the custom in previous days the women sat in the second floor 

gallery, which has a low wall at its front, and the men of the Congregation 

occupied the main floor. Currently, when attendance is modest, the main floor 

is instead subdivided by a lattice work partition. 

The building houses a downstairs Chapel for conducting prayer services for 

small attendance events such as daily minions (no longer held except on 

Sundays and Secular holidays) and Minor Holidays. Exterior to this Chapel is a 

small area which formerly housed a Torah study area but is now used for the 

Social gathering which follows a prayer service. The original version of this area 

can be seen in the first production episode of the popular TV program 

Homicide: Life on the Streets. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF B’NAI ISRAEL CONGREGATION 

 

B’nai Israel - Exterior views of B’nai Israel Congregation. Entrance of Lloyd Street. 

 

B’nai Israel - View of main 2nd floor sanctuary from foyer. 
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B’nai Israel - View in main sanctuary looking from Ark towards the sanctuary entrance. 

 

B’nai Israel – View of 3rd floor gallery looking down to main sanctuary. 
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B’nai Israel - View of foyer outside main second floor sanctuary.  Stairs is foreground and background  

lead to 3rd floor gallery. 
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B’nai Israel – Ark in main 2nd floor sanctuary. 

 

B’nai Israel – 1st floor foyer – View from kitchen – Main entrance from Lloyd Street on left – Doors on 

right lead to Social Hall – Stairs lead to 2nd floor sanctuary. 
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B'nai Israel - Social Hall during the Descendants' Day event Secrets of a Neighborhood – Ark in 

background 

 

B'nai Israel - Social Hall during the Descendants' Day event Secrets of a Neighborhood – View of 1st floor 

bimah 

 

B’nai Israel – View of Social Hall – 1st floor – Laura Shaw Frank presentation 
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RICHARD GWYNALLEN 301.928.9026

3636 Fords Lane, Apt. D, Baltimore, MD 21215  richard.gwynallen@gmail.com

 

Writer-Researcher-Non-Profit Program and Management Professional
Strong knowledge of Baltimore neighborhood revitalization, particularly West Baltimore.
Strong relationships with public officials and the private foundation community 
Self-starter and problem solver:  Research, planning, and application of innovative approaches to 
community organizing and community-driven planning.
Knowledgeable organizational and program strategist:  Developing and implementing effective initiatives 
and campaigns designed to achieve programmatic and public policy goals.
Coalition builder:  Creating leadership bodies or strategic alliances.
Strong writer and communicator:  Adapting communication systems to the audience.  Demonstrating 
comfort and leadership in diverse settings with diverse audiences.
Goal orientated professional:  Managing and developing multiple initiatives, with strong planning, decision-
making, and event or initiative management  skills. 

Select Achievements

● Developed genealogical, history, and heritage tourism project and managed downtown Baltimore concert series under 
contract with B’nai Israel Congregation.

● Shepherded Reservoir Hill Improvement Council’s (RHIC) growth from a community-level association to a partner 
in city-wide initiatives managing programs with a wide range of impact, with a focus on equitable development.

● Led community initiative which resulted in the investment of more than $74 million of capital by banks, foundations, 
and city, state, and federal government.

● Led development of a strategic approach to bind together a racially and economically diverse community which 
historically could not speak with a single voice into an effective community organization.

● Led creation of a housing market and neighborhood development plan without displacing low-income families. 
Ensured that the many voices in Reservoir Hill were heard fairly.  The number of vacant houses dropped to 40 and 
the last concentrations of vacant house blight were eliminated. 

● Supervised development of RHIC’s Urban Environmental Program, which resulted in more than 550 trees being 
planted since 2009 and transformation of 60% of vacant lots in the community into attractive public spaces.

● Served as representative to 21st Century Schools Advisory Body.
● Co-coordinated planning council for West North Avenue Streetscape Conceptual Master Plan that created the first 

streetscape plan for West North Avenue, and which is now serving as a guide for investment in the streetscape.
● Led creation of Better Schools Initiative in Reservoir Hill and the neighborhood’s high-profile role in the 21st Century 

Schools campaign. The engagement of the neighborhood and schools community now serves as a model throughout 
the city. Initiated first White Paper evaluating lessons from the engagement initiative as a tool for City Schools and 
neighborhoods.

● Developed organizing model based on volunteer leadership teams that remains in use today.
● Wrote and co-edited Residents Handbook, intended to empower residents in communicating with Baltimore City.

Current Professional Experience
SELF-EMPLOYED MARCH 2017 - PRESENT
Independent consultant helping non-profit organizations through writing and research, coalition building, event planning 
and management, program and campaign development, strategic planning, and legislative advocacy.

Current contracts include B’nai Israel Congregation’s Descendants’ Day Project, The Gaelic School of Baltimore, grant 
writing, website and blog content writing, social media management, and online newsletter production.  Publish 360 
Squared online magazine.
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Richard Gwynallen Page 2

Previous Experience

RESERVOIR HILL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL (RHIC) August 2003 – March 2017
Director Baltimore, Maryland
RHIC is a community organization representing the West Baltimore neighborhood of Reservoir Hill.  RHIC strives to 
preserve the character of Reservoir Hill as a mixed-income community while grappling with systemic issues of poverty 
and the need for revitalization.  The organization has become a laboratory for innovative community building.

● Provided oversight and strategic direction to programs and three to five-person staff.  Improved program 
planning and long-term strategic planning.  Coordinated grant writing.

● Worked closely with key community investment partners, such as Healthy Neighborhoods, Inc.

● Coordinated newsletter, electronic communications, briefing papers, press releases, public 
presentations, website, and other communications.  Instituted new electronic system of public communications, 
including monthly newsletter and action alerts.  Improved and diversified system of public communications to 
address image problems and to expand the Council’s range of allies and reputation city-wide. 

● Performed policy and trend analysis.  Prepared briefing papers on key issues such as affordable 
housing and school reform.  Developed legislative education and coordinated communications with city, state, and 
federal officials.  

● Fostered strategic alliances with key allies in Baltimore and statewide to increase Council influence in 
city and state initiatives and public policy.  Key issues included Inclusionary Housing, Education Funding, Eviction 
Reform, and Affordable Housing.  Nurtured coalitions in West Baltimore and city-wide in Baltimore.  Coordinated 
increased communication between 35+ community associations.

● Developed and coordinated special projects.  Launched the Better Schools Initiative.  Developed 
organizer training program.  Supervised creation of Greening Reservoir Hill program/Urban Environmental 
program.  Improved leadership development program, which led to significantly higher advocacy rates.

● Coordinated production of events such as the annual Whitelock Harvest Fest and Reservoir Hill 
Homecoming.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND 2 years
Project Coordinator Baltimore, Maryland
National Federation of the Blind is a national organization of blind people performing both state and federal advocacy, 
and developing new technology to assist the blind.

HEADWATERS 10 years
Executive Director Ashland, Oregon
Oregon conservation organization working on federal land advocacy

Education

American University Washington, D.C. Graduate studies in
Sociology and Political Economy

Towson University Towson, Maryland BS, Sociology

Select Personal Interests

• Three websites: The Kitchen Table, family history essays
Stumbling Toward Torah, reflections on my Torah study
360 Squared - an online magazine of my varied writing interests

• Gaelic language study
• Progressive political movements
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5701 Oakshire Road 
Baltimore, MD 21209 

 
March 14, 2019 
 
Richard Gwynallen 
Director of Special Projects 
27 Lloyd Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
 
Dear Mr. Gwynallen: 
 
Re: Descendants Day Project-Letter of Support 
 
On behalf of Jewish Genealogy Society of Maryland, please accept this letter of support to B’NAI 
ISRAEL, THE DOWNTOWN SYNAGOGUE, for their application for Descendants Day Project. 
 
The Jewish Genealogy Society of Maryland is a group of individuals interested in researching their 
Jewish heritage.  Our membership enjoys the benefits in being a part of JGSMD which includes but 
is not limited to, monthly educational meetings, translator and mentor programs, guided field 
trips, cemetery/synagogue documentation projects, brick walls program, speakers bureau, and 
our award-winning quarterly publication, L’dor V’dor.  
 
We have chosen to offer support to the Descendants Day Project because as a genealogy group, we 
can leverage the skills our members have learned to help the descendants of the founders of B’nai 
Israel learn about their ancestors and the life of the synagogue founded in 1873. 
 
If you require more information about the Jewish Genealogy Society of Maryland, please contact us 
via JGSofMD@gmail.com. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Lara Diamond 
President 
Jewish Genealogy Society of Maryland 
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